


Red Cell Interior Armoring

 Armor  «+1»

Fixture: Armor •• | $9

  





Red Cell Interior Armoring

 Armor  «+1»

Fixture: Armor •• | $9

  





Xenon Chaff Cloud

 Armor  «1»

Fixture: Armor • | $7

  





Crowne Corporation Pilot

 Damage Draws  «3(6)»
 Hand Size  «5»
 Speed Delta  «3»
 Armor  «0»

Trigger any time: , , or 

Fixture: Pilot | Restricted • | $8• | $8

  





CWZ Pilot

 Damage Draws  «2(6)»
 Hand Size  «6»
 Speed Delta  «3»
 Armor  «0»

Trigger any time: , , or 

Fixture: Pilot | Restricted • | $8• | $8

  





Omega Pilot System

 Damage Draws  «3(6)»
 Hand Size  «5»
 Speed Delta  «4»
 Armor  «0»

Trigger any time: , , or 

Fixture: Pilot | Restricted • | $10• | $10

  





Outworld Combine Pilot

 Damage Draws  «2(9)»
 Hand Size  «5»
 Speed Delta  «3»
 Armor  «0»

Trigger any time: , , or 

Fixture: Pilot • | $2

  





Redbrick Pilot

 Damage Draws  «2(5)»
 Hand Size  «5»
 Speed Delta  «3»
 Armor  «1»

Trigger any time: , , or 

Fixture: Pilot | Restricted • | $8• | $8

  





Seiji•Astra Pilot

 Damage Draws  «3(6)»
 Hand Size  «5»
 Speed Delta «3»
 Armor  «0»

Trigger any time: , , or 

Fixture: Pilot | Restricted • | $8• | $8

  





Advanced Energy Channel

Trigger any time: 
Spend up to 4 Protect 
icons as Attack icons.

Fixture: System •• | $7

  





Advanced Energy Channel

Trigger any time: 
Spend up to 4 Protect 
icons as Attack icons.

Fixture: System •• | $7

  





AI Resource Directorate

 Hand Size  «6»

Fixture: System • | $6

  





Bag of Tricks

Trigger any time: 
Draw a card.

Fixture: System •• | $7

  





Bag of Tricks

Trigger any time: 
Draw a card.

Fixture: System •• | $7

  





EMP Loophole Exploit

When you run over a checkpoint, 
all other turbines suffer an 

additional point of damage.

Fixture: System •• | $6

  





EMP Loophole Exploit

When you run over a checkpoint, 
all other turbines suffer an 

additional point of damage.

Fixture: System •• | $6

  





Chemical Insight Matrix

 Hand Size  «+1»

Fixture: System | Restricted • | $8• | $8

  





Prescience Firmware

Trigger after initiative 
tokens are distributed: 

Take a faster token from a player 
who has one. Give them yours.

Fixture: System • | $6

  





Quantum Harvester

When an opponent scores a victory 
point, you may draw a card and then 

discard a card of your choice, as 
long as this card is not triggered.

Fixture: System • | $8

  





Shielding Inverter

You can spend 2 Protect icons 
as 1 Maneuver icon, as long 
as this card is not triggered.

Fixture: System • | $3

  





Maneuver Rails

 Speed Delta  «4»
Trigger when you spend a 

Maneuver icon to make a maneuver: 
Draw a card.

Fixture: Propulsion • | $9

  





SWIFT Panel

 Speed Delta  «4»
Trigger after speeds are 

revealed in the Acceleration Phase: 
Choose a different legal speed, having 

seen your opponents’ choices.

Fixture: Propulsion • | $3

  





Purity-class Plasma Cannon

 Damage Draws  «5(+1)»
When attacking, double your range 

modifi er (whether positive or negative).

Fixture: Weapon | Restricted •• | $7

modifi er (whether positive or negative).

•• | $7

  





Purity-class Plasma Cannon

 Damage Draws  «5(+1)»
When attacking, double your range 

modifi er (whether positive or negative).

Fixture: Weapon | Restricted •• | $7

modifi er (whether positive or negative).

•• | $7

  





Gauss Cannon

 Damage Draws  «3(+0)»
Trigger when attacking: 

Reduce the range by 5 lengths.

Fixture: Weapon •• | $8

  





Gauss Cannon

 Damage Draws  «3(+0)»
Trigger when attacking: 

Reduce the range by 5 lengths.

Fixture: Weapon •• | $8

  





Grav-Mag Snare

Trigger any time during your movement: 
Choose a turbine outside your rear 

quarter, within 2 lengths, in line of sight. 
Execute any pivot maneuver (disregard 

your speed) that points you at that 
turbine, then move straight ahead into a 
collision with it, at no movement cost.

Fixture: Weapon | Restricted • | $10

turbine, then move straight ahead into a 
collision with it, at no movement cost.

• | $10

  





Landshark Sighting System

 Damage Draws  «3(+0)»
Trigger when attacking: 

Gain –1 TN to your shot and deal 
+1 damage points if you hit.

Fixture: Weapon •• | $6

  





Landshark Sighting System

 Damage Draws  «3(+0)»
Trigger when attacking: 

Gain –1 TN to your shot and deal 
+1 damage points if you hit.

Fixture: Weapon •• | $6

  





Quake Field

Deal 3 additional damage when you 
ram another turbine in your front arc.

Fixture: Weapon | Restricted • | $5• | $5

  





Quark Accelerator

 Damage Draws  «4(+1)»

Fixture: Weapon • | $6

  





Shrike Gun

 Damage Draws  «–1(–2)»
When attacking, ignore all negative 

range and arc modifi ers. 

Fixture: Weapon • | $3

  





Static Primary Mount

Gain –3 TN when attacking within 
your front quarter. Suffer +1 TN when 
attacking outside your front quarter.

Fixture: Weapon • | $3

  





Symphony Rocket Packs

 Damage Draws  «3(–1)»
Trigger when attacking to disregard the 
need for line of sight. Measure range 

around obstacles and suffer an additional 
+2 TN, but disregard arc penalties.

Fixture: Weapon • | $8

  





Accurate Mark Kata

When this card attacks: 
Add two extra Attack icons 

if the range is 5+.

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $5••• | $5

4





Accurate Mark Kata

When this card attacks: 
Add two extra Attack icons 

if the range is 5+.
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Accurate Mark Kata

When this card attacks: 
Add two extra Attack icons 

if the range is 5+.

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $5••• | $5

4





All-or-Nothing Shot

When this card attacks 
and you deal 5+ damage: 

You may also choose and destroy one 
of your target’s non-pilot fi xtures.

Tactic | Restricted •• | $6

of your target’s non-pilot fi xtures.

•• | $6

1





All-or-Nothing Shot

When this card attacks 
and you deal 5+ damage: 

You may also choose and destroy one 
of your target’s non-pilot fi xtures.

Tactic | Restricted •• | $6

of your target’s non-pilot fi xtures.

•• | $6

1





Arena Hack

When this card attacks: 
You may measure range and line 
of sight from a chosen checkpoint 
instead of from your turbine, and 

may ignore arc penalties.

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $5••• | $5

2





Arena Hack

When this card attacks: 
You may measure range and line 
of sight from a chosen checkpoint 
instead of from your turbine, and 

may ignore arc penalties.
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Arena Hack

When this card attacks: 
You may measure range and line 
of sight from a chosen checkpoint 
instead of from your turbine, and 

may ignore arc penalties.

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $5••• | $5

2





Calm Awareness

  

Tactic •• | $4

3





Calm Awareness

  

Tactic •• | $4

3





Defense in Depth

Play after an opponent plays cards in 
an attack against you: 

Increase the TN by +2. (Your attacker 
can then play more cards, if they wish.)

Tactic •••• | $3

1
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Increase the TN by +2. (Your attacker 
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Increase the TN by +2. (Your attacker 
can then play more cards, if they wish.)
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Defense in Depth

Play after an opponent plays cards in 
an attack against you: 

Increase the TN by +2. (Your attacker 
can then play more cards, if they wish.)

Tactic •••• | $3

1





Defensive Reflexes

Play when a card is destroyed: 
Discard it instead.

Tactic ••• | $2

2





Defensive Reflexes

Play when a card is destroyed: 
Discard it instead.

Tactic ••• | $2

2





Defensive Reflexes

Play when a card is destroyed: 
Discard it instead.

Tactic ••• | $2

2





Deliberate Methods

When this card attacks: 
Add an extra Attack icon if 

your speed is 3 or less.

Tactic ••• | $3

1





Deliberate Methods

When this card attacks: 
Add an extra Attack icon if 

your speed is 3 or less.

Tactic ••• | $3

1





Deliberate Methods

When this card attacks: 
Add an extra Attack icon if 

your speed is 3 or less.

Tactic ••• | $3

1





Eagle Eyes

When this card attacks: 
Deal 1 additional point of damage.

Tactic •••• | $4

1





Eagle Eyes

When this card attacks: 
Deal 1 additional point of damage.

Tactic •••• | $4

1





Eagle Eyes

When this card attacks: 
Deal 1 additional point of damage.

Tactic •••• | $4

1





Eagle Eyes

When this card attacks: 
Deal 1 additional point of damage.

Tactic •••• | $4

1





Fast Hands, Quick Thinking

Play after completing an attack: 
Make another attack.

Tactic • | $6

2





Freight Union Protocol Alpha

When destroyed: 
After all damage from this source 
has been dealt, choose any card 

from your destroyed pile and 
shuffl e it back into your deck. 

Tactic • | $3

1





Freight Union Protocol Beta

When destroyed: 
After all damage from this source 
has been dealt, choose any card 

from your destroyed pile and 
shuffl e it back into your deck. 

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $4

shuffl e it back into your deck. 

••• | $4

1





Freight Union Protocol Beta

When destroyed: 
After all damage from this source 
has been dealt, choose any card 

from your destroyed pile and 
shuffl e it back into your deck. 

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $4

shuffl e it back into your deck. 

••• | $4
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Freight Union Protocol Beta

When destroyed: 
After all damage from this source 
has been dealt, choose any card 

from your destroyed pile and 
shuffl e it back into your deck. 

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $4

shuffl e it back into your deck. 

••• | $4

1





Fuel for Rage

Play when you are attacked, after 
Attack icons have been played: 
Draw 3 cards, even in excess 

of your Hand Size.

Tactic •• | $4

2





Fuel for Rage

Play when you are attacked, after 
Attack icons have been played: 
Draw 3 cards, even in excess 

of your Hand Size.

Tactic •• | $4

2





Gene-Harmonized Zen State

  

Tactic | Restricted •• | $5•• | $5

0





Gene-Harmonized Zen State

  

Tactic | Restricted •• | $5•• | $5

0





Hard Grit

  

Tactic ••• | $4Tactic

3





Hard Grit

  

Tactic ••• | $4Tactic

3





Hard Grit

  

Tactic ••• | $4Tactic

3





Hit Hard

  

Tactic ••• | $4

3





Hit Hard

  

Tactic ••• | $4

3





Hit Hard

  

Tactic ••• | $4

3





Internal Calculus

When this card attacks: 
You may use your speed rather 

than your target’s speed to 
calculate the shot’s TN.

Tactic | Restricted •••• | $1•••• | $1

2
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than your target’s speed to 
calculate the shot’s TN.
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When this card attacks: 
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than your target’s speed to 
calculate the shot’s TN.
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Internal Calculus

When this card attacks: 
You may use your speed rather 

than your target’s speed to 
calculate the shot’s TN.

Tactic | Restricted •••• | $1•••• | $1

2





Jinky Hands

When this card maneuvers: 
Your sideslip maneuvers for the rest 
of this movement phase are free.

Tactic •••• | $3

2





Jinky Hands

When this card maneuvers: 
Your sideslip maneuvers for the rest 
of this movement phase are free.
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Jinky Hands

When this card maneuvers: 
Your sideslip maneuvers for the rest 
of this movement phase are free.
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Jinky Hands

When this card maneuvers: 
Your sideslip maneuvers for the rest 
of this movement phase are free.

Tactic •••• | $3

2





Lead Foot

When this card maneuvers: 
You may ignore any speed loss 

from resulting crash tokens.

Tactic •••• | $1

1





Lead Foot

When this card maneuvers: 
You may ignore any speed loss 

from resulting crash tokens.

Tactic •••• | $1
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Lead Foot

When this card maneuvers: 
You may ignore any speed loss 

from resulting crash tokens.

Tactic •••• | $1

1





Lead Foot

When this card maneuvers: 
You may ignore any speed loss 

from resulting crash tokens.

Tactic •••• | $1

1





Lead Hailstorm

When this card attacks: 
Deal additional damage equal 
to the number of Attack icons 

you played, minus 5.

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $6••• | $6

4





Lead Hailstorm

When this card attacks: 
Deal additional damage equal 
to the number of Attack icons 

you played, minus 5.

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $6••• | $6

4





Lead Hailstorm

When this card attacks: 
Deal additional damage equal 
to the number of Attack icons 

you played, minus 5.

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $6••• | $6

4





More of the Same

  

Tactic ••• | $2

2





More of the Same

  

Tactic ••• | $2

2





More of the Same

  

Tactic ••• | $2

2





Now You See It

Play after pushing: 
Move up to fi ve cards you just 

destroyed by pushing from your 
destroyed pile to your discard pile.

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $4

destroyed pile to your discard pile.

••• | $4

2





Now You See It

Play after pushing: 
Move up to fi ve cards you just 

destroyed by pushing from your 
destroyed pile to your discard pile.
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destroyed pile to your discard pile.
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Now You See It

Play after pushing: 
Move up to fi ve cards you just 

destroyed by pushing from your 
destroyed pile to your discard pile.

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $4

destroyed pile to your discard pile.

••• | $4

2





Recount Each Red Stripe

  

Tactic | Restricted •••• | $0•••• | $0

0





Recount Each Red Stripe
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Recount Each Red Stripe
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0





Recount Each Red Stripe

  

Tactic | Restricted •••• | $0•••• | $0

0





Redline Runner

Play when it’s your turn in the 
Maneuver Phase and your speed is 6: 

Move up to 8 lengths this turn. 
Shots against you for the rest 

of the turn suffer +2 TN.

Tactic •••• | $2

2





Redline Runner

Play when it’s your turn in the 
Maneuver Phase and your speed is 6: 

Move up to 8 lengths this turn. 
Shots against you for the rest 

of the turn suffer +2 TN.
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Redline Runner

Play when it’s your turn in the 
Maneuver Phase and your speed is 6: 

Move up to 8 lengths this turn. 
Shots against you for the rest 

of the turn suffer +2 TN.
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Redline Runner

Play when it’s your turn in the 
Maneuver Phase and your speed is 6: 

Move up to 8 lengths this turn. 
Shots against you for the rest 

of the turn suffer +2 TN.

Tactic •••• | $2

2





Return to the Well

Play at any time: 
Recover a triggered fi xture.

Tactic •• | $3

3





Return to the Well

Play at any time: 
Recover a triggered fi xture.

Tactic •• | $3

3





Ride the Madness

When this card attacks, 
maneuvers, or protects: 

Discard (rather than destroying) the fi rst 
three cards you draw when pushing.

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $4

three cards you draw when pushing.

••• | $4

3





Ride the Madness

When this card attacks, 
maneuvers, or protects: 

Discard (rather than destroying) the fi rst 
three cards you draw when pushing.
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three cards you draw when pushing.
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Ride the Madness

When this card attacks, 
maneuvers, or protects: 

Discard (rather than destroying) the fi rst 
three cards you draw when pushing.

Tactic | Restricted ••• | $4

three cards you draw when pushing.

••• | $4

3





Set the Stage

When this card maneuvers or attacks: 
You may draw a card. (You 

can’t use the new card on this 
maneuver or attack, though.)

Tactic ••• | $2

0





Set the Stage

When this card maneuvers or attacks: 
You may draw a card. (You 

can’t use the new card on this 
maneuver or attack, though.)

Tactic ••• | $2
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Set the Stage

When this card maneuvers or attacks: 
You may draw a card. (You 

can’t use the new card on this 
maneuver or attack, though.)

Tactic ••• | $2

0





Shoot ‘Em Where It Hurts

Play when any opponent suffers 
damage (i.e., at least one card is 
destroyed) within 2 lengths of a 

checkpoint: 
They must also discard two 

cards from their hand.

Tactic | Restricted •• | $4•• | $4
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Shoot ‘Em Where It Hurts

Play when any opponent suffers 
damage (i.e., at least one card is 
destroyed) within 2 lengths of a 

checkpoint: 
They must also discard two 

cards from their hand.
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Steer Clear

  

Tactic •••• | $1

1





Steer Clear

  

Tactic •••• | $1
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Steer Clear

  

Tactic •••• | $1

1





Steer Clear

  

Tactic •••• | $1

1





The Drop

Play at the beginning
 of the Attack Phase: 

You attack fi rst, instead of 
waiting for your turn.

Tactic ••• | $3

3





The Drop

Play at the beginning
 of the Attack Phase: 

You attack fi rst, instead of 
waiting for your turn.
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The Drop

Play at the beginning
 of the Attack Phase: 

You attack fi rst, instead of 
waiting for your turn.

Tactic ••• | $3

3





The Opportune Moment

Play when it would be your
 turn in the Maneuver Phase: 
Delay your turn by trading 

initiative tokens with any player 
who hasn’t moved yet.

Tactic •••• | $1

2
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 turn in the Maneuver Phase: 
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The Opportune Moment

Play when it would be your
 turn in the Maneuver Phase: 
Delay your turn by trading 

initiative tokens with any player 
who hasn’t moved yet.

Tactic •••• | $1
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Thread the Needle

Play as the Maneuver Phase
 or Attack Phase begins: 

Take any initiave token. Other 
players trade tokens as needed 

to maintain their order.

Tactic •••• | $3

2
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Thread the Needle

Play as the Maneuver Phase
 or Attack Phase begins: 

Take any initiave token. Other 
players trade tokens as needed 

to maintain their order.

Tactic •••• | $3

2





Tranquility of Presence

Play when your turbine is eliminated: 
Lose 1 VP instead of 3 VP.

Tactic | Restricted •••• | $4•••• | $4
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Tranquility of Presence

Play when your turbine is eliminated: 
Lose 1 VP instead of 3 VP.

Tactic | Restricted •••• | $4•••• | $4
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Vicious Assault

Play when attacking, after your target 
plays Protect icons or declines to: 

Deal 2 additional points of 
damage and then draw a card.

Tactic •••• | $3

4
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Vicious Assault

Play when attacking, after your target 
plays Protect icons or declines to: 

Deal 2 additional points of 
damage and then draw a card.

Tactic •••• | $3

4





Apex Circuit Hardening

When destroyed: 
After all damage from this source has 
been dealt, shuffl e the most recently 
destroyed “Restricted: Crowne” card 
in your destroyed pile into your deck.

Turbine | Restricted ••• | $1

in your destroyed pile into your deck.

••• | $1
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Apex Shielding
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Apostate Tech Package
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Apostate Tech Package
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Armor-Piercing Rounds

When this card attacks: 
Subtract 1 from the total number of 

Protect icons your target plays.

Turbine •••• | $6

2
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Protect icons your target plays.
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Back Door Access Gate

When this card attacks: 
Your target must discard the card from their 
hand that has the most Attack icons on it. 

That number of Attack icons is added to your 
attack total for this attack. (If your target 
has no cards with Attack icons, no cards 
are discarded and no icons are added.)

Turbine | Restricted ••• | $7

has no cards with Attack icons, no cards 
are discarded and no icons are added.)

••• | $7
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Bio-nanite Quantum Field

When this card protects: 
You may strip a “When this 

card attacks…” ability from any 
of the cards in this attack.
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Bio-nanite Quantum Field

When this card protects: 
You may strip a “When this 

card attacks…” ability from any 
of the cards in this attack.
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Play as your attack: 
Choose an enemy within 4 lengths 

(no line of sight needed), who 
must draw 4 cards from their deck. 

Discard drawn turbine cards, 
destroy drawn tactic cards.
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Chaff Waves Aught-Eight

Destroy when an opponent
 plays cards in an attack against you: 

Increase the TN by +4. (Your 
attacker can then play more 

cards, if he wishes.)
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CHITIN Jamming Package

Play as your Attack Phase begins: 
An opponent within 5 lengths must 

destroy a random card from their hand, 
then discard a random card from their 

hand. (No line of sight required.) 
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hand. (No line of sight required.) 
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CHITIN Turbine Gravitics

When destroyed: 
After all damage from this source has been 
dealt, return all copies of CHITIN Turbine 

Gravitics in your destroyed pile to your deck 
(unless the attack destroyed your turbine).
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(unless the attack destroyed your turbine).
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Concussive Rounds

When this card attacks: 
Your target must discard a random 

card from their hand before they have 
the chance to play Protect icons.
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Crumple Zones

When destroyed: 
All additional damage from 

this attack is negated.
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Devastating Payload
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Flex Arc Missile Packs
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Gravitic Munition Collars

When this card attacks: 
If any cards are destroyed by 

this attack, the target must draw 
and apply one crash token 
after the attack is resolved.
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High-Explosive Rounds

When this card attacks: 
Your target may play no more 
than two cards bearing Protect 
icons in response to this attack.
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Inertia Reassignment Net
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Firestorm Burn Channels

When this card attacks: 
Ignore the fi rst “X” result when 

you draw for damage.
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4th-Gen Gravitic Rail
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Porcupine Mines

When this card maneuvers: 
After your movement, deal 
2 damage to every turbine 
within 2 lengths of yours.
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Redundant Systems

Play at the beginning 
of the Reload phase: 

Move a card of your choice from your 
destroyed pile to your discard pile.
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Regulator Token Swarm

When this card maneuvers 
and you score a checkpoint: 

Your opponents take 2 extra points of 
damage from your checkpoint crossing.
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Resilient Bracing

When this card maneuvers: 
Ignore up to 3 damage (in total) from 
any rams or crash tokens that result.
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Hippocrates Nanites

Play at the beginning 
of the Reload phase: 

Return fi ve random cards from 
your destroyed pile to your discard 

pile, then destroy this card.
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of the Reload phase: 
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“Spookwave” Anti-sensor

Play instead of moving: 
Move your turbine to a new location that’s 

within your speed, in lengths, of your 
current location. Face any direction. Ignore 
obstacles and other turbines, although your 

new location can’t overlap anything.
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Sloped Armor Panels
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Smart Mounts

When this card attacks: 
You suffer no arc penalties.
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Spin Compensators

When this card attacks: 
Add an extra Attack icon if 

the target’s speed is 4+.
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Structural Reinforcements

Play when ramming or rammed: 
Disregard 3 damage from the ram.
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Superior Engineering
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Technical Regulation Exploit

When this card protects: 
The attacker gains no VP from this 

shot, regardless of the damage done.
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Hilight Rounds

When this card attacks: 
Any other player who attacks 

this target for the rest of the turn 
adds an extra Attack icon.
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Tuned Turbo-Vanes

Play during the Acceleration Phase: 
Increase your Speed Delta 

by 2 (for this turn only).
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UDMC Slugs

When this card attacks: 
Your Damage Draw for this shot is 
+0 (+1), and your target’s rugged 

cards are destroyed normally.
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Wide-bore Turbine Housing

When this card maneuvers: 
You may increase or decrease 
your speed by 1 (which affects 
how far you move this turn).
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Wormhole Rounds

When this card attacks: 
Ignore all “X” results among 

your damage draws.
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